
 

KeyMacro is an application designed to automate the repetitive and complex tasks. Unlike the desktop programs, which usually
require the user to enter a special sequence of keyboard commands, KeyMacro enables you to do everything automatically. The
program is available in the form of a portable version that comes pre-installed with a list of shortcuts to be used, so you can not
only easily start the task, but also quickly change it. Once installed, you can adjust the program settings by right-clicking on the
shortcut and selecting options, such as the program name, which fields to include, which fields to exclude, and the window size.
You can create macros for multiple tasks, and then set these as a favorite to be used again. You can even create shortcut keys
and assign them to shortcuts in the menu bar and to fields in the window. KeyMacro is an ideal tool if you are looking for a
desktop application, which allows you to do everything quickly and efficiently. Download the KeyMacro portable version now
to find out more about it. KEYMACRO Features: ► What KeyMacro can do - Automate the time-consuming tasks and make
them simple - Create different shortcut keys and assign them to the menu bar or to the window - Automate the repetitive
process or the complicated one - Change a shortcut if you do not like it - Assign shortcuts to the different windows - Separate
the fields on the form - Separate the fields in the text - Automatically complete the forms and save the info - Search for the
fields on the form - Delete the fields from the form - Find the right field or any field on the form - Find any word or any string
in the text - Find any text or any word on the screen - Find any text, number, or file on the computer - Find and replace text on
the screen - Format text and dates - Find the right date or any date on the computer - Find any word or any text in the registry -
Find the right registry key or any registry key - Find any word or any text in the properties of the object - Find the right
property of the object - Find any word or any text on the Internet - Find any web page or any search engine - Find any word or
any word on the clipboard - Find any word or any text on the file - Find any file or any text on the computer - Delete a
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Xlogan is a freeware web server log file analyser which works with Apache-format log files. Xlogan works out what pages are
visited by visitors to your website, what files are downloaded from your site, and even which search engines and referral sites
visitors are coming from. Xlogan comes with an integrated FTP (File Transfer Protocol) browser to allow you to directly
download log files from your web server and it allows you to view.gz compressed files (zipped). Xlogan has extensive reporting
capabilities including basic statistics, detailed statistics, report generation, export to spreadsheets and a useful built in download
facility. We give you the chance to choose from a wide range of possible extra features including: file size calculation, live page
monitor, ability to export results to.csv files, multiple analyses on multiple log files and more. What's New in Xlogan 3.0
Version 3.0 brings to the next level of functionality and stability. In addition to the basic reports we have added the ability to
"link" pages and downloads to each other. This means you can monitor individual file downloads and determine which
downloads are being sent to your server, and what they are actually being downloaded from. Other new features include support
for multiple log files, the ability to manually specify the range you wish to analyse, and the ability to filter your results by
countries (such as the US or UK). What's New in Xlogan 2.1 Version 2.1 contains the following new features: Support for.gz
compressed log files. Support for multiple log files. Now you can save the results of your analysis to an.xls file. Support for
specifying your own range of dates for analysis. A new live page monitor section which allows you to watch your website as
visitors interact with it. Support for downloading results to a spreadsheet. Support for specifying your own server. What's New
in Xlogan 2.0 Version 2.0 of Xlogan brings a lot of new features to you. You can now specify a "date range" of your choice
when starting the program. This means that you can start analysis immediately without the need for setting up a date range in the
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future. You can now select a specific log file (or files) for analysis by entering its or their name in the "select log file" box.
There is a new link pages and downloads section which allows you to keep track of what pages 
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